
Workshop �Optimal Transport: Theory and Appliations�Fourier Institute (Grenoble I, Frane)June 29th-July 3rdTitles and abstrats of the talksF. Bollet (Paris-Dauphine)Phi-entropy inequalities and Fokker-Plank equationsThe onvergene to equilibrium for Fokker-Plank type di�usion equations an bestudied by means of funtional inequalities suh as the Poinaré and logarithmiSobolev inequalities. We present this link and we derive and study a family of "Phi-entropy" inequalities: they provide an interpolation between these two funtionalinequalities and an make the onvergene to equilibrium more preise. This is ajoint work with I. Gentil.Y. Brenier (Nie)Optimal transport, onvetion theory and semi-geostrophi equationsThere are several well known links between optimal transport and �uid mehan-is. For instane, the polar fatorization of maps is diretly related to the timedisretization of the Euler equations (in the Arnold style). Another link has beenreently established with onvetion theory, the entral theory of geophysial �ows.The �rst step is an interpretation of the Angenent-Haker-Tannenbaum model foroptimal transport as a onvetion model in porous media (desribed by the Dary-Boussinesq equations). Thanks to this new onnetion with �uid mehanis, the �rstrigorous derivation of the semi-geostrophi equations from the Navier-Stokes equa-tions has been established (in the 2 dimensional "x-z" on�guration), jointly withMike Cullen).V. Calvez (ENS Ulm)The geometry of one-dimensional self-attrating partilesSelf-attrating partiles an be modelled using a nonlinear Fokker-Plank equa-tion, inluding a mean �eld term for the attrating potential. We fous here onthe Keller-Segel model for biologial ells (or the Smoluhowski-Poisson equation inastrophysis). This model has raised a lot of interest in the �eld of mathematialbiology sine it aptures the ritial mass phenomenon in a very simple manner: thenumber of ells determines whether some spatial struture emerges or not at thepopulation level.This model possesses the struture of a gradient �ow for the Wasserstein metri onthe spae of probability densities. Interestingly enough the energy funtional is thesum of onvex and onave ontributions. Despite this lak of onvexity we shall1



2exhibit some underlying struture whih makes this model somehow lose to the gra-dient �ow of a onvex funtional.We present in this talk some analysis for a one-parameter family of Keller-Segelmodels in one dimension of spae:
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, t > 0 , x ∈ R .We show how the system's behaviour (�nite time blow-up, long-time asymptotis)an be simply re-interpreted in the gradient �ow framework. A suitable numerialsheme and its onsequenes are also disussed.This is joint work with José Antonio Carrillo (ICREA, Univ. Autonoma Barelona).J. Delon (Teleom Paris)Transport optimization on the irle and appliations in image proessingDistributions on the irle are ommon tools in omputer vision and image proess-ing. They an appear, for instane, as distributions of gradient orientation, as huedistributions in olor images, or as distributions of displaement �eld orientations.The omparison of suh distributions is an important issue for a large number ofappliations, suh as image lassi�ation, image retrieval, image registration or olorimage transfer.In the present work, we onsider the problem of optimally mathing two mea-sures on the irle, or equivalently two periodi measures on R, and we supposethat the ost (x, y) of mathing two points x, y satis�es the Monge ondition:
c(x1, y1) + c(x2, y2) < c(x1, y2) + c(x2, y1) whenever x1 < x2 and y1 < y2.We introdue a notion of loally optimal transport plan and show that all loallyoptimal transport plans are onjugate to shifts. This theory is then applied to twosets of point masses with the same total mass. For the ase of N real-valued pointmasses we present an O(N log epsilon) algorithm that approximates the optimal ostwithin epsilon; when all masses are integer multiples of 1/M , the algorithm givesan exat solution in O(NlogM) operations. Joint work with Andrei Sobolevskii andJulien Salomon.B. De Meyer (Paris I)Continuous Martingales of Maximal Variation and Prie Dynamis on the Stok Mar-ketThe appearane of a Brownian term in the prie dynamis on a stok market was in-terpreted in [De Meyer, Moussa-Saley (2003)1℄ as a onsequene of the informationalasymmetries between agents. To take bene�t of their private information without1De Meyer B. and H. Moussa-Saley (2003): On the strategi origin of Brownian Motion inFinane, Internationnal Journal of game theory ,31, 285-319.



3revealing it to fast, the informed agents have to introdue a noise on their ations,and all these noises introdued in the day after day transations for strategi reasonswill aggregate in a Brownian Motion. We prove in the present paper that this kindof argument leads not only to the appearane of the Brownian motion, but it alsonarrows the lass of the prie dynamis: the prie proess will be, as de�ned in thispaper, a ontinuous martingale of maximal variation. This lass of dynamis ontainsin partiular Blak and Sholes' as well as Bahelier's dynamis. The main result inthis paper is that this lass is quite universal and independent of a partiular model:the informed agent an hoose the speed of revelation of his private information. Hedetermines in this way the posterior martingale L, where Lq is the expeted value ofan asset at stage q given the information of the uninformed agents. The payo� of theinformed agent at stage q an typially be expressed as a 1-homogeneous funtion Mof Lq+1 − Lq. In a game with n stages, the informed agent will therefore hose themartingale Ln that maximizes the M-variation. Under a mere ontinuity hypothesison M , we prove in this paper that Ln will onverge to a ontinuous martingale ofmaximal variation. This limit is independent of M .U. Frish (Nie)Optimal transport and the reonstrution of the early UniverseWe show that the deterministi past history of the Universe an be uniquely reon-struted from the knowledge of the present mass density �eld, the latter being inferredfrom the 3D distribution of luminous matter, assumed to be traing the distributionof dark matter up to a known bias. Reonstrution eases to be unique below thosesales � a few Mp � where multi-streaming beomes signi�ant. Above 6 h−1 Mp wepropose and implement an e�etive Monge�Ampère�Kantorovih method of uniquereonstrution. At suh sales the Zel'dovih approximation is well satis�ed andreonstrution beomes an instane of optimal mass transportation. After disretiza-tion into N point masses one obtains an assignment problem that an be handled bye�etive algorithms with not more than O(N3) time omplexity and reasonable CPUtime requirements. Testing against N-body osmologial simulations gives over 60%of exatly reonstruted points.We apply several interrelated tools from optimization theory that were not usedin osmologial reonstrution before, suh as the Monge�Ampère equation, its re-lation to the mass transportation problem, the Kantorovih duality and the autionalgorithm for optimal assignment. Self-ontained disussion of relevant notions and



4tehniques is provided.N. Gozlan (Marne la Vallée)A re�ned version of Otto and Villani's TheoremThis talk is devoted to Otto and Villani's Theorem stating that the LogarithmiSobolev inequality implies Talagrand's T2 transportation ost inequality.In the �rst part of the talk, we will give a new and very robust proof of this result.This proof is based on the haraterization of dimension free onentration in termsof transportation ost inequalities reently obtained by the author using a large de-viations approah.The seond part of the talk is devoted to a reent improvement of Otto and Villani'sTheorem.We will show that Talagrand's inequality is equivalent to a Logarithmi Sobolev in-equality restrited to a sublass of funtions. This new result enables us to show thatTalagrand's inequality and dimension free Gaussian onentration are stable underbounded perturbations. Joint work with P-M. Samson.A. Guillin (Clermont-Ferrand)Transportation, Poinaré and other inequalities via Lyapunov onditionsWe will show here how a simple integration by parts formula assoiated with loalinequalities and Lyapunov ondition lead to various funtional inequalities suh astransportation inequalities (wrt Kullbak or Fisher information), Poinare inequali-ties or logarithmi Sobolev inequalities.D. Jaobs (Maryland)Appliations of the Earth Mover's Distane in Computer Vision, with a new Approx-imate AlgorithmThe Earth Mover's Distane (EMD) has been widely used in Computer Vision toompare histograms of image desriptors. I will �rst review some of its appliations inolor, texture, and image mathing. These appliations have been somewhat limited,though, by the omputational omplexity of exat omputation of the EMD. To dealwith this problem, we have developed a novel linear time algorithm for approximatingthe EMD for low dimensional histograms using the sum of absolute values of theweighted wavelet oe�ients of the di�erene histogram. EMD omputation is aspeial ase of the Kantorovih-Rubinstein transshipment problem, and we exploit theHolder ontinuity onstraint in its dual form to onvert it into a simple optimizationproblem with an expliit solution in the wavelet domain. We prove that the resultingwavelet EMD metri is equivalent to EMD, i.e. the ratio of the two is bounded.



5We also provide estimates for the bounds. The weighted wavelet transform an beomputed in time linear in the number of histogram bins, and the omparison isabout as fast as for normal Eulidean distane or χ2 statisti. We experimentallyshow that wavelet EMD is a good approximation to EMD, has similar performane,but requires muh less omputation.This is joint work with Sameer Sheorey.C. Jimenez (Brest)Optimal transport with a onvex obstaleWe deal with the problem of solving the Monge problem with the squared geodesidistane c(·, ·) in a ompat subset of R
n with a onvex hole.In ase there is no obstale, the solution is very well known (see [1℄), the main idea isto derive the primal-dual optimality ondition and get the diretion and the lengthof the displaement. Unfortunately in our setting these informations are insu�ient.To overome this di�ulty we introdue an equivalent optimization problem witha spae-time ost replaing c. This new problem is similar to the Monge problemwith the (non-squared) geodesi distane. We then apply similar tehniques as in [2℄.Joitn work with Pierre Cardaliaget.Referenes[1℄ Y. Brenier, Polar Fatorization and monotone rearrangements of vetor valued funtions,Comm. Pure and Applied Math., 44, pp. 375�417 (1991).[2℄ M. Feldman, R.J. MCann, Mass transfer around onvex obstales: Personnal ommuniation.A. Joulin (Toulouse)Curvature and onentration for empirial means of Markov hainsUsing a notion of Rii urvature for Markov Chains on metri spaes developed re-ently by Y. Ollivier, we give in this talk new onentration inequalities for empirialmeans of Markov hains. The main ingredient in the proofs relies on a tensorizationproedure of the Laplae transform and allows us to onsider various examples suhas Markov hains on the hyperube, the Ising model, queueing or di�usion proesses.This is a joint work with Y. Ollivier.R. M Cann (Toronto)Curvature and the ontinuity of optimal transportation mapsI shall brie�y review new and old results onerning optimal transportation ofmass between two manifolds, in partiular the regularity theory of Ma, Trudinger,Wang and Loeper, and ounterexamples due to Loeper. I will desribe an unexpetedpseudo-Riemannian struture underlying these results, whih yields the muh-desired



6diret proof of a key result in this theory, and opens new onnetions to di�erentialgeometry.F. Maggi (Firenze)Stability problems for anisotropi surfae tensionsThe equilibrium shape of a rystal is determined by the minimization under avolume onstraint of its free energy, onsisting of an anisotropi interfaial surfaeenergy plus a bulk potential energy. In the absene of the potential term, the equi-librium shape an be diretly haraterized in terms of the surfae tension and turnsout to be a onvex set, the Wul� shape of the rystal.Our �rst result is a sharp quantitative inequality implying that any shape withalmost-optimal surfae energy is lose in the proper sense to the Wul� shape. Thisis a joint work with Aldo Pratelli (Pavia) and Alessio Figalli (Paris).Under the ation of a weak potential or, equivalently, if the total mass of the rystalis small enough, the surfae energy of the equilibrium shape is atually lose to thatof the orresponding Wul� shape, and the previous result applies. However, strongergeometri properties are now expeted, due to the fat that the onsidered shapesare minimizers. Indeed we an prove their onvexity, as well as their proximity tothe Wul� shape with respet to a stronger notion of distane. This is a joint workwith Alessio Figalli (Paris).B. Maury (Paris 11, Orsay)Gradient �ow formulation of rowd motion modelsWe propose a marosopi model for pedestrian motion in emergeny situations.This model, whih is a diret extension of a previous mirosopi one (developpedin ollaboration with J. Venel), rests on very simple priniples : people density issubjet to remain below a maximal value, and it is adveted by a veloity �eld whihis the losest (in the least square sense) to the one individuals would like to havein the absene of others, among all those �elds whih do not violate the ongestiononstraint. In spite of its formal simpliity, this model does not �t into any stan-dard framework, in partiular beause the regularity of the adveting veloity �eldannot be ontrolled a priori. A minimizing movement formulation of this model anbe introdued. We shall present how this formulation provides a natural frameworkfor this kind of evolution problem, and how it throws light on the deep di�erenesbetween miro and maro approahes. Joint work with A. Roudne�-Chupin and F.Santambrogio.Q. Mérigot (INRIA Nie)Stability of Federer's Curvature Measures



7We study the boundary measures of ompat subsets of the d-dimensional Eu-lidean spae, whih are losely related to Federer's urvature measures. Boundarymeasures an be omputed e�iently for point louds through Monte-Carlo sampling,and an be used for estimating some geometri properties of the underlying spae.The main ontribution of this work is a quantitative stability theorem for bound-ary measures, whih is proven using tools of onvex analysis and geometri measuretheory. As a orollary we obtain a stability result for Federer's urvature measuresof a ompat set under Hausdor� approximation, without any regularity assumptionon the approximating ompat set.W. Shahermayer (Vienna)Duality for Borel measurble ost funtionsWe onsider the Monge-Kantorovih transport problem in an ab- strat measuretheoreti setting. Our main result states that duality holds if c : XxY → [0,∞) is anarbitrary Borel measurable ost funtion on the produt of Polish spaes X, Y . Inthe ourse of the proof we show how to relate a non - optimal transport plan to theoptimal transport osts via a subsidy funtion and how to identify the dual optimizer.We also provide some examples showing the limitations of the duality relations.A. Sobolevskii (Mosow)Transport in shok manifolds in Hamilton-Jaobi equationsCharateristis of a solution to a Hamilton-Jaobi equation an be seen as trajeto-ries of �uid partiles, but usually this analogy is only pursued until trajetories hit ashok and ease to minimize the Lagrangian ation. We show that in the limits of in-�nite and of vanishing Prandtl number, two uniquely de�ned, global in time, adhesive�ows are obtained for any weak solution to a Hamilton-Jaobi equation with a generalonvex Hamiltonian. The two limits generally di�er and oinide only for Hamilto-nians quadrati in the momentum variable. Joint work with K. Khanin (U. Toronto).E. Stepanov (St Petersburg)Optimal transportation with frational ostsThe lassial Monge-Kantorovih problem (with linear ost) admits a natural re-formulation in terms of mass minimization of a Federer-Fleming urrents with givenboundary. We onsider the analogous transportation osts for measures involvingfrational masses. The loal struture of optimal urrents as well as the struture ofmeasure spae indued by the respetive osts will be disussed. The setting is ingeneri metri spaes, so one uses Ambrosio-Kirhheim urrents instead of lassial



8eulidean �at hains.K.T. Sturm (Bonn)Entropi measure on multidimensional spaesWe onsider stohasti perturbations of gradient �ows for the entropy. The basiobjet to be onsidered here is the entropi measure, a random probability measure(= probability measure on the spae of probability measures on M) with �nite dimen-sional distributions determined by relative entropy. On higher dimensional spaes M,its onstrution relies on a new ontinuous and involutive map C : P (M) → P (M),the onjugation map, whih might be of interest in its own right.On one-dimensional spaes, a hange-of-variable formula for the entropi measureadmits the onstrution of a reversible stohasti proess ("Wasserstein di�usion") onthe spae of probability measures whih an be regarded as a stohasti perturbationof the heat �ow.L.M. Wu (Clermont-Ferrand)Lipshitzian norm estimate of Poisson equations and appliations in transportation-information inequalitiesWe establish several sharp estimates of Lipshitzian norm of the Poisson equation
−LG = g both on one-dimensional and multi-dimensional Riemannian manifolds.Those sharp estmates an be used to estimate the Cheeger's isoperimetri onstant,the Gaussian onstant for the di�usion generated by L, and sharp transportation-information inequalities.


